Membership 16 voting, 10 advisory, 6 emeritus

Project Status
- FC-BB-6 – Continue LB comment resolution – 551 comments, processed all 124 technical comments
- FC-FS-4 – FC-FS-4 modifications for incorporating 256B/257B transcoding
- FC-GS-7 – Enhanced Fabric Configuration Server
- FC-LS-3 – Tag, Length, Value (TLV) usage, How Long is your login?
- FC-SB-5 – LB comment resolution complete, will be requesting forwarding to INCITS
- FC-SW-6 – Distribute Fabric WWN, FCDF Gathered Configuration Notification Text, VNRN/VNUN Interlocking, FCDF Joining Distributed Switch Fabric Serialization, FLOGI Processing, NPIV Switch, How It Works When It Breaks, Link Latency Proposals, State Definitions, Response to 13-022v0 questions
Motion

Move that T11 accept FC-SB-5 Rev 2.0 T11/13-117v0 along with LB comment databases T11/13-071v1 and T11/13-075v1 as the resolution of comments received on letter ballot for FC-SB-5 rev 1.00, 12-203v0 and forward T11/Project 2245-D for further processing including public review.